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#04

# GOURMET HARVEST
The departure was delayed but now it’s the stone fruits season. Miss Tonic is so proud to value for the third year, Esteban’s
production. A rigorous producer with a passion for quality. “Candayafrutas” is 300 peoples who work in the orchards - 80 in
the packaging station - 1 200 tons sold over 3 months of season. However, “Candayafruta” is especially a hard-working to get
best Fruit.

# ENJOY IT !
Colorado, Mogador, Pricia, Passion, Orangered, Wondercot, Lilly cot, Lido etc...
Its flesh has a color between yellow and red. Yours clients have a taste for
colored apricot with red blush covering and they right. It is delicious
The first objective of “Candayafrutas” is to obtain high quality fruits, tasty
and healthy for the consumer. Still strict, he is using of respectful cultivation
practices. Also, each product is picked, worked and exported the same day.
The consumer likes the apricot for its properties, but he prefers to crunch it !
Contact us without further delay.

Available until the second week of june. We pack the fruit in Woodenboxes 6kgnet and
50x30. The smaller product is for barquette rather than box

Contact I info@misstonic.com
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# THE DELIGHTFUL

The white peach “Cokes” is started with varieties as leonida and White gold.
As its cousine “the paraguayo” which is now available. We love it for its black skin, and the particularly nice taste
and perfume. Is there a more delicious fruit than a Crunchy or juicy peach?
Don’t hesitated to promote it. The orchards are giving the first kilos to start expeditions all over Europe
Available until june. box 50x30 with the brands : Cokes- Candayafrutas-Banban. The small size should be
packed for 500 grammes and 1 kilo barquette.

# MORE..

THE COKES STAR
The first kilos of our gorgeous flat
peach are exported. As usually we
work it in woodenboxes 6kgnet,
from size A to 3ª. Keep in touch to
not loose “Cokes” paraguayo news.

PIEL DE SAPO
Our green melon from Murcia will be
ready at the beginning of june. Still
patience, more sun and we’ll taste it.
Always worked in carton box 50x30
and big wooden boxe “bin’s”.
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OOPS !
Mistake on the NL#03.
Miss tonic is
EXPORTACION
starting her third production season
and not the second as wrote. 20
years in the fruits and vegetables
world and still young.
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